‘Gesara and Nesara Officially Announced’
It’s a GO!!! Prepare for Liftoff…
Breakdown of Trump’s Speech on Jan. 15, 2022
By www.CathyHarrisInternational.com
Syndicated Columnist & Digital Soldier
Jan. 21, 2022

What is GESARA/NESARA?
Please conduct your own research on GESARA/NESARA. Some of you
asking me what it is have been on my mailing list for months even years. Most
of you are not on my mailing list so if you want to receive all the updates you
need to join my mailing list at https://cathyharrisinternational.com/contact/
Please learn how to conduct your own research. Google.com,
DuckDuckGo.com and YouTube.com (also Yahoo.com and Bing.com) are
all SEARCH ENGINES. It’s means you can go on these websites and put in
words in the SEARCH BAR (at the top) and find out all types of information.
If you can’t do that you need to go back to libraries and work with research
librarians.
Along with tons of articles online about GESARA/NESARA, there are a ton of
paperback books and audiobooks that you can listen to. I put out what
GESARA/NESARA does in my last e-newsletter, 7th Edition, entitled
“Changing of the Guards” at https://conta.cc/3f6K3Fd and there is a big
section on GESARA/NESARA in my 4th edition at https://conta.cc/3bkyXup.
GESARA is Global Economic Security and Reformation Act also called
Global Economic Security and Recovery Act. It covers the world
#Globally.
NESARA is the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NESARA and it covers the U.S..
It’s a new Global Financial Monetary System that they have been trying to
implement since JFK was President. The system will be about saving
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humanity. No it’s not about New World Order (NWO). New World Order
(NWO) was about depopulation – killing off mankind and GESARA/NESARA
is about saving mankind.
GESARA/NESARA Announcement
There was no VERBAL Gesara/Nesara announcement at the Trump rally on
Saturday, Jan. 15, 2022. However, GESARA WAS OFFICIALLY
ANNOUNCED by the White Hats and Donald Trump when the words went
across the bottom of the screen. So it is a go – everyone. It is OFFICIAL!!!
Gesara (Globally) and Nesara (for the U.S.) has been officially announced.
If you watch the bottom of the screen when Trump was speaking, you will see
the words Gesara and Nesara. None of us knew exactly how Gesara and
Nesara would be announced but what we knew was that it had to be
announced to be FULLY LAUNCHED – and it was OFFICIALLY
ANNOUNCED.
Donald Trump wanted a SOFT ANNOUNCEMENT because face it only the
Q Movement, Anons, Patriots and Truthers really understand what is
happening anyway.
About 15 days after the GESARA announcement, which was Jan. 15, 2022,
your credit cards and student loans will be zeroed out. It will pay up to
$150,000 on your mortgages, and you will receive the interest back on any
vehicles you have ever owned and you will also receive any funds paid out to
IRS…and much, much more.
Remember initially the Gesara funds just might be enough funds to keep your
head above water, but the compensation should increase as we move fully
into the #GoldenEra. And I am being told because of the implementation of
it, there will be hundreds of new trillionaires.
People are saying their pay stubs no longer have federal income tax withheld.
All the new money is in the banks and people overseas are already saying
they are being issued the new currency. You will be given a 800 number to go
into your bank and swap out all your old money.
Go to my last e-newsletter, 7th Edition, entitled “Changing of the Guards”
and read the RECAP at www.CathyHarrisInternational.com.
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It only makes sense that this Gesara payout would take place around the end
of the month because most people especially the Military, Federal Workers,
and other government workers get paid on the 1st and/or the 15th of the month.
But I did here they were trying to do the EBS, bring in the military and do the
payouts all at once though, which might even be before the end of the month.
That Was a Body Double – Not Donald Trump
Donald Trump is well insulated after probably experiencing over 30 if not more
failed assassination attempts on his life. So the guy that spoke at the Donald
Trump rally in Florence, AZ on Jan. 15, 2022, wasn’t even him but one of his
body doubles. It looked like him but he was wearing a hat to cover his eyes
and there were other give aways.
For instance, he did not have a tie on and many on Wall Street said they take
off ties when the deal is done so that was a signal that we are at the
#EndGame -- #EndOfTheMove.
He mentioned 55 and 32 and yes those were codes also. Also, many noticed
his voice wasn’t following the speech all the way so he was guided by
technology on what to say.
But like all Trump speeches, his speech was coded with signals and others
were placed behind him strategically. People said they saw Tupac, Kobe
Bryant, JFK, Jr. and his wife and many other dead people -- who along with
900 people have been in Witness Protection for years. Many will probably be
coming out and speaking soon – maybe even this week.
Why I Never Listened To A Trump Speech
Also, many Patriots and Truthers were looking for Trump to say the words
“The Storm is Upon Us.” Supposedly, one of the numbers that he was
throwing around might have been Gematria for the phrase.
I don’t know and I don’t sit around trying to figure out all the codes and signals
that Trump gives off. This is one of the reasons I have never watched a Trump
speech.
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People asked me why I don’t watch Trump when he speak. I never watched
George Bush, Sr. or Jr. -- either. I watched Obama his first term and he turned
out to be a Satanist Pedophile.
I stopped watching TV 6 years ago and I live in a van. Trying to find the
broadcasts will probably be frustrating because I live in a van and sometimes
my internet is sketchy.
Plus, I am on credible news websites that will be breaking his speech down
with all the codes and hand signals anyway so why get frustrated trying to
figure out what he said when others do this for a living.
As an investigative reporter, I don’t need to visualize every word that comes
out of a President’s mouth. I usually listen to sound bites and listen to others
break him down and I usually come up with my own opinions and conclusions
on everything as an intuitive. This is how I am able to keep a lot of noise out
of my head.
There will be many Patriots, Truthers, and others breaking down Trump’s
speech over the next few days and weeks and since the speech was a few
days ago, I just haven’t had time to see all the comments to come up with my
intuitive conclusion yet.
How They Will Get Rid of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris
-Geneva Conventions:
If a country is occupied by a foreign power the Geneva Conventions
(international law of war) apply after one year of occupation. The U.S. Military
will have the legal right to take over a country (U.S.) after one year.
-Military Law Manual:
According to the military law manual, an illegitimate government must be in
power for a year for the military to remove them.
Joe Biden and the China Communist Party (CCP) occupied the United States
on Jan. 20, 2021. One year later, which is Jan. 20, 2022, the military may
declare Martial Law with the right to take over the country.
On Jan. 20, 2021, one year ago a fake inauguration took place. So anytime
after the date of Jan. 20, 2022, you might see a greater presence of the
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military and you might not. The EBS could not start until we got 50 states
aboard so now we have National Guards in 50 states.
Just understand the National Guards coming in doesn’t mean you will see
tanks in the street. In some areas, especially the smaller cities or rural areas,
you won’t even see the National Guard. There is not enough National Guard
to be all over the U.S..
The Vice President was sworn in first which is unlawful. Joe Biden was sworn
in before the legal time as well. While taking the oath of office, Fake Joe was
sworn in on a Bible with an upside down cross used by the illuminati passed
down through his family.
Will the American public be a little upset when they find out that not only was
the election stolen, it was massively stolen, and Trump won by 80% at least.
It’s all been a Fake Joe presidency. Plus, the real Joe is no longer around
after being executed along with his son for ‘Crimes Against Humanity’ at
least 3 years ago.
He never set foot in the White House since he was Vice President 6 years
ago. Everything was filmed in one of the 3 White House movie sets by one of
the 6 actors wearing rubber life-like face masks. Funny how the media and
the lying corrupt politicians have pulled this scam on America for an entire
year. Get ready to have some truth for a change.
Even about the fake Scamdemic and how it never would have killed hardly
anyone if they had allowed real cures and criminal Fauci knew about them.
‘Crimes Again Humanity’ and the Nuremberg trials have already started.
You have been watching a movie to wake up the masses so we can move
into the new #GoldenYears, #NewEra, #GoldenEra, #GoldenAge,
#5thDimension.
Timeline of Events
Things are happening so fast. At one point we had things occurring every 3
days and now it’s every 3 hours because we are at the end of the movie so
it’s hard to stay caught up.
All planes, trains and other modes of travel are being canceled at this time
because we are getting close to the EBS starting. Stock up and stay close to
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home. Try to explain to others what is happening or send them to my website
at www.CathyHarrrisInternational.com.
The people who don’t have phones, TVs/Computers, will probably be able to
go to the movie theatre. Most of the info coming out -- have been out for quite
sometime in the Patriot and Truther community so understand the
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) is just to wake up others so we all can
transition over into the Golden Era. Yes we are going into a NEW ERA…aka
a NEW AGE #GoldenEra.
On Jan. 19, 2022, Wednesday, it was the official launch of 5G so did any of
you get sick? Did planes fall from the sky? Supposedly you can’t have these
5G towers 2 miles from airports. Read the article “Has 5G Been Made Safe?
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/How-They-Had-Planned-on-Killing-orControlling-Us-in-theFuture.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=V1mCH9kpxD8
Starlink Internet should be fully launched in a few days because you need
Starlink to launch the EBS. We should be switching over to Tesla Energy and
paying 75% less for our energy bills. There are still power outages everywhere
so many people believe Tesla is doing tests.
Before the EBS, you should experience computer glitches and outages which
will bring on the EBS. The EBS is going to frighten many people. I even heard
someone suggest if they can get the media to go along, they might be able to
avoid the EBS, but you have to think about what kind of affect would that really
make.
It Is Happening So Just Be Ready
I told you in my 7th e-newsletter entitled “Changing of the Guards” at
www.CathyHarrisInternational.com how to prepare for everything and I
provided a NEW YEAR 2-YEAR RECAP. If you rather watch videos go to
www.CathysCaravan.com and watch the timeline of events.
Remember this is a MOVIE to wake up the masses so we all can transition
into the Golden Years (a New Era #GoldenEra). Just don’t forget we are at
war and none of us has ever been in this spot before so we don’t know exactly
how things are going to occur. There are probably only 10 to 15 people – aka
‘the Q team’ – that is privy to all this information.
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Also, at the bottom of the screen during Trump’s speech, there were also the
words “Federal/State Agencies -- You Need Emergency Radio” so I guess
they were speaking to the Federal and State agencies. Remember all
communication will be down. I have no idea for how long but prepare.
Freezing Weather/HAARP
Many people said they are experiencing freezing weather. I am too in Austin.
Supposedly, the White Hats and the Black Hats both have access to HAARP
(#WeatherWarfare) and I believe it is being tested to see if they are going to
be able to keep us at home for the 10 days while the EBS is being broadcast.
When the power goes out, hopefully, it starts up again right away. If I wasn’t
in my van with my power box and plenty of power, I would have had some
type power box or generator at home – just in case the power stays out longer.
Those sleeping bags at Walmart are only $15 to $20 so buy more than one.
If you stay close to a hospital, the power grid will definitely not be out for too
long – hopefully. You can probably always go to a hospital to stay warm but
there might be chaos because most people don’t have any idea why this is
taking place.
Find out which family members, friends and neighbors have a GAS STOVE
in case you have to go there until your power come back on. Keep your
vehicles gas tank topped off and be ready to check on Seniors in the area.
Remember none of us know exactly what will happen or how it will happen so
have some type of backup plan especially if your power doesn’t come back
on right away and it is freezing outside. Read “Top Secrets To Staying
Warm
in
a
Car,
Van,
RV
or
in
Your
Home”
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/secretsforstayingwarm/
People Are Dying in Large Numbers
Many of you probably don’t even know fully what is happening. I am talking to
tons of people online and they are saying over 10 or more people are dying in
THEIR CIRCLES – WEEKLY. So, people are dying in HUGE NUMBERS but
only people in the Patriot and Truther community is seeing this because we
have great news networks and they are not going to tell you this on the news.
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Reasons for So Many Deaths:
-Vaccinations are ‘Bio-Weapons’: It’s probably from the vaccination but
many are dying that did not have the vaccination who are around those that
got vaccinated so the vaccination was probably some type of ‘bio-weapon’.
Read the article “Are We Being Affected With a ‘Bio-Weapon’?
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/Are-Vaccinated-People-InfectingOthers-With-a-Bio-Weapon-.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=t_zryuOpJ5c
Even though I believe a large number of people received a placebo, I believe
everyone who took the vaccination need to be proactive because many cures
are out there in the Patriot and Truther community to reverse some of this
damage.
Also, many will be allowed the use of a Med Bed to heal but none of us know
the timeline on the Med Beds so don’t wait on that. It could still be another
year or even two before they are in place. The children that were rescued,
then Veterans with brain damage and other disabled people then Seniors will
be given first priority to use Med Beds.
-People’s Are Killed because of Eating GMO Processed Foods: Many
people have been eating processed (foods that have been ‘altered’ that you
buy in containers – jars, cans, boxes, packages, etc.). GMO foods especially
since the 2020 close-down contains human meat, plastic and even glass, so
this is why many people are dying also.
GMO foods have ‘no nutritional value’ so if you eat these foods for an
extended period of time, you are only eating to feel full and you will die from
starvation.
The goal is to eat to gain nutrition and you can do that by eating ‘nutrientdense’ foods. I was educated on GMOs as a “GMO Educator” in 2008 and
we all knew about now (the year 2022) that people would be dropping dead
in large numbers but all the GMO educators were forced to stop educating
others.
Monsanto (now called ‘Bayer’) trolled us online and we were laughed at and
ridiculed so many GMO educators just disappeared. They got tired of being
harassed. Many were trained by www.ResponsibleTechology.org so go there
and sign up for e-newsletters.
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-People are Being Killed in Hospitals:
1) People Are Killed for their Organs: One way that people are killed in
hospitals is they simply are being killed for their organs. This is why they had
the shut-down (March 2020 close-down) initially ‘Crimes Against Humanity’
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=eFMVhHaPudc&featu
re=emb_logo) because many of the children and adults disappearing were
not only disappearing because of Sex and Human Trafficking, and Child
Pedophilia, but many were also taken to be used by organ harvesting rings.
Hospitals need organs to pay for different services so when you go in there,
they will just allow you to die in order to get your organs especially if you or
your children are in an accident. They especially need organs from children.
Once you check in at a hospital or even an urgent care clinic, first thing they
do is ‘cross-match’ you for organ donation so once you leave there – if you
leave there alive, just remember they know where you live.
Also, check out the color of the tube top when you give blood for health
physicals or some other purpose. The purple tube top is to ‘cross-match’ you
for organ donations, so again, these clinics and hospitals know where you live
and they know if you are a possible organ match especially for the elite one
percent.
If you go into the hospital after an accident, they can take your organs at
anytime even if you weren’t critical, but checking the organ donation box on
your driver’s license just makes it easier for them to take your organs.
2) People Are Killed So Hospitals Can Make Money: Hospitals receive
$13,000 from Medicare when someone over the age of 65 is admitted then
they receive 3 times that amount or $39,000 when they go on Ventilators. And
many times these individuals have perfectly good organs for donations.
Hospitals are giving people the drug Remdesivir, which makes the kidneys
give out and causes your lungs to fill up with fluids. Then they have to put you
on a Ventilator so this is how hospitals are killing people.
Don’t go to hospitals if you can help it. Every community in the country have
holistic and natural healers so find these healers either online or in your own
community.
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They also have people that will help you grow your own foods or you can start
these businesses as gardening coaches and consultants. Check out
www.VirtualOrganicGardenClubs.com
and
www.BrothersBuildingGardens.com.
Many people go to the hospital because they can’t breathe but many times
they can’t breathe because of the foods they are eating. Monitor yourself for
72 hours to see how you feel after you eat. Chances are you ate something
you are allergic to if you can’t breathe.
Most people can’t breathe because they are eating mucus-producing and
inflammatory PROCESSED GMO FOODS so read the article “The End of
Sickness and Disease”
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/A-New-Earth---The-End-of-Sicknessand-Disease.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=YmTr_A6EPTE
Again, not everyone is going to move on to this new Golden Age. Many people
picked the time of their death before they were even born so for many their
contracts have expired.
What You Should Be Doing Now
-Go Inwards: Remember your goal should be ‘Self, Family and Community’
in that order. Sit back and enjoy the show but go within and work on your own
health so you will be ready to get out there and help others.
I am in Austin, TX and several of us here and online are engaging in mini and
regular detox programs. Read the first chapter of my book to understand why
and how to detox “How To Take Control of Your Own Life (A Self-Help
Guide to Becoming Healthier Over the Next 30 Days) (Series 3)”
(available as e-book and paperback)
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B006N46Z1K/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_
vppi_i28
-Self-Educate Yourself with Gardening Shows: Turn off your TV and go on
youtube and use the search engines at Google.com or DuckDuckGo.com to
educate yourself on how to grow foods. Check out my gardening links at
www.VirtualOrganicGardeningClubs.com,
www.BrothersBuildingGardens.com and www.MobileLearningClubs.com.
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-Tap Into Your Spiritual Side: For many of you things are still confusing so
tap into your “Spiritual Side” to understand what is happening https://cathyharrisinternational.com/tap-into-your-spiritual-side-for-theanswers/
-Work With Local Community ‘Grassroot Groups’ to Elect Ethical
Politicians: As soon as you receive the Gesara/Nesara payouts, all the
politicians will be out of a job. New politicians will be elected within 120 days.
You won’t be stuck with the people you elect at first, but now would be a good
time to elect people that will truly represent you so we can make immediate
changes in communities.
Start working now with local grassroot groups to elect ethical politicians.
Remember that many times many politicians know very little about business
ownership so stay away from #CareerPoliticians – instead elect RETIRED
or CURRENT business owners, who will be in a better position to help bring
Mom and Pop businesses back into communities again.
You can meet in community venues or just use meetup.com and meet in each
other’s homes.
-Reach Out to the Homeless and Others in Despair: When you receive any
funds help out where you can, but be careful even with family members,
friends and neighbors, who are watching everything that is happening. If you
receive a large sum of money be careful who you tell.
Just remember the people who don’t have bank accounts and/or is homeless,
will have a hard time being compensated. Therefore, you need to be a
LIFELINE for these individuals.
If you know where there are homeless camps, go there and start feeding
people. Bring them into churches and/or other places to help them get fed,
take a bath, get a haircut, put on other clothing and regain some ‘sense of
normalcy’.
Also, you can give them those cheap Walmart sleeping bags and a pillow.
Many people give them bananas, bottled water and even money – at least $5
or just buy them a meal or several meals.
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Try to carry garbage bags and gloves and pick up the trash there but be
careful that you are not picking up any needles. If you leave garbage bags
there, they will just end up sleeping on the bags so volunteer to go to these
homeless areas with a group of individuals and help clean up the areas. Do
this also in your communities.
Just make sure you don’t go by yourself but do what you can to help homeless
people until organizations and ‘Humanitarian Projects’ can pick them up and
help them get treated for mental health and other issues.
A lot of the updates are on youtube. Seems like White Hats are in control of
youtube. Many have said they are getting their channels back and if you
notice, a lot of the info there is on Natural, Holistic and Spiritual Healing and
this is all on purpose.
I will probably give you a complete breakdown in the next e-newsletter (8th
Edition) but the EBS will probably happen before then. I am currently working
on my traveling videos – not e-newsletters so support my traveling channel
by subscribing at www.YouTube.com/SimpleLifeRVing.
Also
subscribe
to
my
Instagram
www.Instagram.com/SimpleLifeRVing
www.Instagram.com/WokeSistarsNetwork.

channels

at
and

Continue to send my info out to your family, friends, neighbors, and
colleagues. Read the e-newsletters and the articles too at
www.CathyHarrisInternational.com
and
watch
the
videos
at
www.CathysCaravan.com.
Everything is ready and happening so stay encouraged! Again, the next few
days should be interesting. See you in the #GoldenEra.
Cathy’s Harris E-newsletters:
www.CathyHarrisInternational.com
(7th Edition) Changing of the Guards
https://conta.cc/3f6K3Fd
(6th Edition) The Redpilling of America
https://conta.cc/3dE8ZTV
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(5th Edition) Preparing for What is Next
https://conta.cc/3F6osHO
(4th Edition) Welcome to the New World - #GoldenEra
https://conta.cc/3bkyXup
(3rd Edition) The Death of Patriots or Was It #StingOperations?
https://conta.cc/3vSYp3D
(2nd Edition) Is JFK, Jr. Alive?
https://conta.cc/2Yb3FDk
(1st Edition) Why I Am Bringing Back Cathy’s Corner E-newsletter
https://conta.cc/3hy9wZH
Cathy’s Traveling Videos:
Cathy Harris Speaks from Twin Lakes, CO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOkN6DdrMXI&t=6s
Leaving Twin Lakes, CO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Rzmztms74w&t=78s
Beautiful Colorado Springs, CO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbO2xuPSTpo
Smoky Colorado, Monument, CO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDvJUKbRhH0
Cathy’s Blog Posts/Videos:
Top Secrets To Staying Warm in a Car, Van, RV or At Home
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/secretsforstayingwarm/
Tap Into Your “Spiritual Side” For the Answers
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/tap-into-your-spiritual-side-for-theanswers/
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Don’t Join A Gym – Do A Detox Program First
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/doadetoxprogramfirst/
Keep Safe While Camping
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/campingsafetytips/
Cathy’s Articles
The End of Sickness and Disease
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/A-New-Earth---The-End-of-Sicknessand-Disease.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=YmTr_A6EPTE
How To Refuse the COVID Vaccination in the Workplace
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/How-ToRefuse-the-COVID-Vaccination-In-Your-Workplace.pdf
Teach Your Children to Be #StreetSmart
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/TeachYour-Children-How-To-Be-StreetSmart.pdf
Has 5G Been Made Safe?
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/How-They-Had-Planned-on-Killing-orControlling-Us-in-theFuture.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=V1mCH9kpxD8
Are Vaccinated People Affecting Others With a ‘Bio-Weapon’?
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/Are-Vaccinated-People-InfectingOthers-With-a-Bio-Weapon-.html?soid=1104247795966&aid=t_zryuOpJ5c
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